Lawn Chair

Dawn Pape

Author, educator, speaker and self-proclaimed “lawn chair gardener,” Dawn
Pape shares her knowledge and passion about eco-friendly gardening and
challenges audiences of all ages to reconsider standard yard practices. Dawn’s
small company has a big goal: make the world a better place—one yard at a
time. And she proudly shares her profits with community organizations.
Dawn has a knack for covering heavy envirnonmental concerns with levity,
brevity and a sense of humor—even puppet shows! Not only does Dawn
entertain and inspire her audiences to reduce their environmental footprints,
audiences say they know where to start because Dawn gives practical howto’s.
Dawn has written a gardening guide and two children’s books about pollinating
insects. She also wrote an educator’s guide to accompany Mason Meets a
Mason Bee. Dawn has a Masters in Environmental Education, founded the
Blue Thumb-Planting for Clean Water® program, and has served as a Master
Gardener volunteer for 15 years.

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING ABOUT HER LATEST BOOK:
Mason Meets a Mason Bee with K-5 Educator’s Guide

“This is a great book—not only for kids, but also for parents and teachers.
Kids will enjoy learning triva, while adults stand to learn as much as the kids,
and will appreciate the resources in the back as well. Best of all, parents may
face pressure from their kids to actually use those resources. The rhyming
style of this book reminds me of Dr. Seuss, and The Lorax in particular for its
environmental message. The rhymes are clever and well thought-out. . .The book
has a clear message—protect the bees—and delivers it effectively. . .”
— Joel Gardner, University of Minnesota Bee Lab Research Associate
“This book is a must have in all science classrooms. The precise photographs
guide the story of Mason’s journey through observation and scientific inquiry
with mason bees. The creative rhythm and rhyme draws listeners in with
every page turn. Be sure to take advantage of the additional information from
the educator’s guide and resources to extend learner’s love and quest for
knowledge. Creative and informative for all ages, Kindergarteners love it!”
				
— Kara Cassidy, Kindergarten Teacher

Connect with Dawn:
www.LawnChairGardener.com
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Book Title
Mason Meets a Mason Bee

Price
$9.99

Quantity

Total

Discover how Mason conquers his fear of bees
and feels like a superhero on a mission to help
the bees after he meets a talking mason bee.
Although geared for elementary schoolers,
adults may learn something new as well.

Mason Meets a Mason Bee
with K-5 Educator’s Guide

$19.99

The above story book with ready to use lessons for classroom instructors, grandparents
and Scout leaders

Thank You, Bugs!

$9.99

This fun book teaches young children the positive and negative aspects of bugs. It reinforces
that even though some bugs are creepy, many
bugs (especially pollinators) are extremely
important in making our food.

A Lawn Chair Gardener’s Guide

$11.99

This book offers a road map for the earth-conscience gardeners who don’t have a lot of time
to spend in the yard, but desire to grow edible
and beneficial plants. Pape’s low-maintenance
“lawn chair” gardens create habitat, conserve
water, reduce the gardener’s carbon footprint,
and eliminate the need for chemicals.

Final Total
Please make checks payable to “Lawn Chair Gardener”
Thank you for your support!

www.LawnChairGardener.com

dawn@lawnchairgardener.com

651-485-5171

